May 2019 Agenda/video timeline

00:00  Agenda/Intro/E-learning
       News on PitStop 2019 release and other information
       How to find the ‘What’s new’
       Notes about upcoming system requirement changes in PitStop 2020.

11:36  New ways to Insert Pages
       - Inserting Pages based on Landscape or Portrait pages in the document
       - Inserting Pages based on a text phrase in the document
       - Inserting Pages based on a text phrase of a defined color in the document

22:00  How to split a 6pp Gatefold Job into single pages and re-order
       - This uses the new ‘Split Action List’ function and is not possible in older
         versions of PitStop (only 2019 and above).
       - Duplicating the front and back so there are 3 copies, then cropping each
         single page out.
       - Then re-ordering the pages into the correct order.

63:08  END